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Are Germans really fleeing the cities for an idyllic life in the countryside? 

"Many people can now imagine working three days a week from 

home and only travelling to the workplace on the other two days," he 

says. That type of commute is overall less than a daily schlepp from 

an outlying district into the city centre. 

Flight to the Speckgiirtel 

The observation that the inner cities are becoming less popular is 

one that estate agent Engel & Volkers has made too. 

But their research on 2020 has led them to conclude that the real 

boom is actually taking place in suburban areas outside cities rat her 

than in remote rural settings. 

Engel & Volkers gerformed a market market analysis of 700 German 

councils that lie just outside the limits of the major cities, and 

compared prices in 2020 with those from 2015. 

They found a huge price increase in what Germans call the 

Speckgilrtel, (literally the fat belt), or what we call suburbia, where 

prices have soared by 58 percent on average. 

"During the pandemic people increasingly want to move to the 

countryside, but at t he same time they don't want to miss the 

advantages of urban life and the security of first-class medical care," 

said Kai Enders, a member of the board at Engel & Volkers. 

"Small towns around metropolitan areas are proving to be up-and

coming residential and investment locations." 

Good internet connections decisive 

Most experts agree that one of the most decisive factors for making 

a rural district attractive to young people is the modernity of its 

digital infrastructure. 

Broadband is far from a given in many rural parts of Germany. 

Although the federal government has for years offered a huge pot of 


